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AGREEMENT made September 2000, between the
INCORPORATED VILLAGE OF GARDEN CITY, a municipal corporation having
its principal office at 351 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, New York
11530, ("Village") , and the GARDEN CITY POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION, having its mailing address at P.O. Box 311, Garden
Ci ty, New York 1153 0, ("PEA") .
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
Village recognizes the PBA as the exclusive bargaining
agent for all uniformed employees of the Police Depart:ment other
than the Commissioner of Police or Chief of Police.
Supervisors shall constitute a separate bargaining unit.
ARTICLE II - DEFINITIONS
The term "employee" shall include only those employees
represented by the PBA under this agreement.
The term "supervisor" shall include Sergeants and
Lieutenants.
ARTICLE III - AUTHORIZED DEDUCTIONS
Section 1. Village agrees to make payroll dernlctions for
PBA membership dues from employees who have signed aut~horization
cards in accordance with Section 93-b of the General Municipal Law
and Article 14 of the Civil Service Law.
Section 2. Village agrees to make payroll deductions for
the Nassau County Employees Federal Credit Unit and for a deferred
compensation plan, Public Employees Benefit Service Corporation
("PEBSCO") upon written authorization of the employee.
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ARTICLE IV - HOURS OF WORK AND DUTY CHARTS
Section 1.
(a) Duty shifts and hours of work shall be as scheduled
by the Department Head except as provided in .Section 1 (b) and
Section 2 and shall not exceed forty (40) hours during any seven
(7) consecutive day period except for changing duty shifts. The
time required for roll call, approximately fifteen (15) minutes, is
part of the regular duty shift.
(b) Employees working patrol as defined by the Department
Head; will work annually a 238 day duty chart as scheduled by the
Department Head. Effective June 1, 2001, employees working patrol
as defined by the Department Head will work annually a 234 day duty
chart as scheduled by the Department Head.
Section 2. (Effective until May 3~, 2001)
(a) Employees who work a duty chart in excess of 255 days
shall receive ten (10) days off with pay. Five (5) days off shall
be scheduled during each six (6) months of the contract year upon
consent of the Department Head which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Any of the five (5) days not used in the
first six (6) months may be carried forward to the'last six (6)
months. Any of the ten (10) days not used by May 31, the end of
the contract year, will be paid at the employee I s regular rate.
Employees who work a duty chart less than 245 days shall not
receive ten (10) days off with pay. Employees who alternate between
a duty chart in excess of 255 days and a duty chart less than 245
days shall earn a pro rata share of the ten (10) days off with pay.
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(b) In the event an employee works a duty chart in excess
of 245 days, the employee will receive an additional day off with
pay for each additional day worked to a maximum of ten (10) days
i.e., a duty chart of 249 days will entitle an employee to four (4)
days off with pay.
Section 2. (Effective June 1, 2001)
(a) Employees who work a duty chart in excess of 255 days
shall receive fourteen (14) days off with pay. Seven (7) days off
shall be scheduled during 'each six (6) months of the contract year
upon consent of the Department Head which consent shall not be
unreasonably wi thheld. Any of the seven (7) days .not used in the
first six (6) months may be carried forward to the last six (6)
months. Any of the fourteen (14) days not used by May 31, the end
of the contract year, will be paid at the employee's regular rate.
Employees who work a duty chart less than 241 days shall not
receive fourteen (14) days off with pay. Employees who alternate
between a duty chart in excess of 255 days and a duty chart less
than 241 days shall earn a pro rata share of the fourteen (14) days
off with pay.
(b) In the event an employee works a duty chart in excess
of 241 days, the employee will receive an additional day off with
pay for each additional day worked to a maximum of fourteen (14)
days i.e., a duty chart of 249 days will entitle an employee to
eight (8) days off with pay.
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ARTICLE V - OVERTIME
Section 1. Employees shall be compensated for overtime
by paid overtime compensation. Paid overtime compensation shall be
computed at the rate of time and one-half of the employee's regular
pay. Overtime means hours worked in addition to the regular hours
of work scheduled and roll call time as provided in Article IV.
Sect ion 2. The Village shall maintain records of
overtime for each employee which records shall be available for
inspection by the employee and his representative.
Sect ion 3. An employee who performs emergency police
duties resulting in a felony arrest while off duty shall receive
overtime compensation as provided in Section 1 upon recommendation
of the Department Head and approval of the Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE VI - HOLIDAYS
Section 1. Holidays for employees shall be as follows:
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
July 4
1st Monday in September
2nd Monday in October
1st Tuesday after 1st
Monday in November
November 11
4th Thursday in November
December 25
January 1
February 12
3rd Monday in February
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Easter Sunday
Memorial Day Last Monday in May
Section 2. In addition employees who work on any other
day that the Mayor declares as a special holiday for other Village
employees shall receive an additional day's payor day off at the
option of the Board of Trustees.
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Section 3. Employees shall receive twelve (12) days pay
in lieu of these holidays. Employees hired after June 2, 1988
shall receive holiday pay as follows:
Years of Service Days Pay
1
2
4
o
6
12
Veterans who work either Memorial Day or Veterans I Day shall
receive this holiday pay and not a compensatory day off as provided
in the Public Officers' Law. The Village shall pay the holiday
compensation on December 1 for the holidays falling during the
first six (6)"months of each contract year and on May 31 for the
holidays falling during the second six (6) months of each contract
year.
Section 4. An employee who actually works on a holiday
shall be paid, in addition to the holiday pay provided in Section
1, time and one-half of his regular pay for all hours worked. The
additional one-half pay shall be disbursed in the same manner as
overtime. Effective October 9, 2000, an employee who actually
works on Columbus Day shall not be paid any.additional pay for
hours worked on Columbus Day.
Sect ion 5. An employee who has a regularly scheduled
work day on a day observed as a holiday and is ordered not to work
on such day shall receive the same .benefits as provided in Section
4.
-5-
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Section 2 . Detective.
salary. Effective June 1, 1998, this sum will be increased to
$2,324. Effective June 1, 1999, this sum will be increased to
$2,463. Effective June I, 2000, this sum will be increased to
$2,580. Effective June I, 2001, this sum will be increased to
$2,703.
I (
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ARTICLE VII - SALARIES
Section 1. (a) Employees shall receive the following
Effective June I, 1997, an employee promoted to' the
position of Detective will receive a $2,217 a year increase in his
Section 3. Executive Officer.
Effective June 1, 1997, an employee promoted to the
position of Executive Officer will receive $2,217 a year increase
in his salary. Effective June I, 1998, this sum will be increased
to $2,324. Effective June I, 1999, this sum will be increased to
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$2,463. Effective June 1 , 2000, this sum will be increased to
$2,580. Effective June 1, 2001, this sum will be increased to
$2,703.
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Section 4. Special Duty Pay.
On December I, 1997, police officers working in the
Tactical Unit will receive $791 for the period June 1, 1997 through
November 30, 1997. On May 31, 1998, such officers will receive
$811 for the period December I, 1997 through May 31, 1998. On
December I, 1998, such officers will receive $829 for the period
June 1, 1998 through November 30, 1998. On May 31, 1999, such
officers will receive $850 for the period December 1, 1998 through
May 31, 1999. Effective June 1, 1999, such officers shall receive
$1,780 a year payable in two (2) installments of $890 for the first
six (6) months of the year and May 31 for the second six (6) months
of the year. Effective June 1, 2000, this sum will be increased to
$1,865.
$1,954.
Effective June 1, 2001, this sum will be increased to
period of time worked in the unit due to the increased number of
Such sums shall be paid in a pro-rata amount for the
days worked. Special duty pay shall not be considered part of the
annual salary or part of the regular day's pay.
Section 5. Longevity.
(a) All police officers shall receive longevity pay at
the following annual rate:
1. After six (6) years of service $625
2. After ten (10) years of service 1025
-7-
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3 . After fifteen (15) years of service 1725
4. After twenty (20) years of service 2125
5. After twenty-five (25) year of
service 2625
(b) The maximum longevity pay rate shall be $2625.
(c) An employee shall become eligible for longevity
payments commencing with the first full pay period following the
appropriate anniversary day. The regular pay checks shall include
longevity payments.
Sect ion 6. New police officers shall start at the
minimum salary except as follows:
(a) A higher rate may be authorized if it is impossible
to recruit at the minimum rate in which case all police officers
shall be increased to the rate of the hired employee, or
(b) A higher rate may be paid to a new police officer of
unusual experience and qualifications.
Section 7. Increments shall be granted annually to the
next higher step in the salary range of the classification on the
basis of merit and fitness, upon recommendation of the Department
Head and approval by the Board of Trustees. Increments shall
become effective with the biweekly pay period which starts nearest
to June 1 or December I, whichever is closer to the anniversary
date of the particular individual. Pay increases may be withheld
without regard to an employee Is length of service because of
inferior work, lack of application or indifferent attitude.
Section 8. Exceptional and outstanding employee
performance may be recognized by advancement in salary steps in
-8-
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shorter periods of time than above provided upon the recommendation
of the Department Head and approval of the Board of Trustees,
provided sufficient funds are available in the salary budget of the
Department.
Section 9. (a) A regular day's pay shall mean salaries
set forth in Sections 1, 2, 3 and 5 divided by 261. Effective
1/1/2000 a regular day's pay shall mean salaries set forth in
Sections 1, 2, 3 and 5 divided by.238. Effective 6/1/2001, a
regular day's pay shall mean salaries set forth in Sections 1, 2,
3 and 5 divided by 234.
(b) An hourly rate shall mean the regular day's pay
divided by 8.
Section 10. Night differential.
Employees working the midnight shift (2300 hours to 0700
hours), the evening shift (1500 hours to 2300 hours) or any other
shift commencing on or after 1400 hours and ending on or before
0700 hours shall receive $2.68 per hour for all hours worked on
these shifts. Employees working a shift (1100 hours to 1900 hours)
shall receive night differential for hours worked between 1500
hours and 1900 hours. Night differential shall be paid for time
worked and shall not be considered part of the annual salary or
part of the regular day's pay. An employee working the evening
shift who works all or part of the midnight shift will receive
night differential for all hours worked. An employee who works the
day shift (0700 hours to 1500 hours) will receive night
differential for time worked after 1600 hours or before 0700 hours.
-9-
December 1, 1997, $2.81 per hour on June 1, 1998, $2.88 per'hour on
December 1, 1998, $3.02 per hour on June 1, 1999, $3.16 per hour on
,June 1, 2000 and $3.31 per hour on June 1, 2001.
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Night differential will be increased to $2.75 per hour on
ARTICLE VIII - VACATIONS
Section 1. Vacation with pay shall be granted as
follows:
(a) One year of service Twenty (20) work days
vacation.
(b) Five years of service - Twenty-seven (27) work days
vacation.
Section 2. Employees hired before January 1, 1980 shall
continue to earn vacation as in the past. Employees hired after
IJanuary 1, 1980 shall be credited with their vacation entitlement
on January 1st of each year as set forth in the letter attached
hereto. Vacations may be taken by an employee any time after six
(6) months of service.
Section 3. Employees may split vacation into three (3)
periods with the minimum period being five (5) work days. The time
at which an employee may take his vacation shall be subject to
seniority and the operating requirement of the Department.
Section 4. Salaries for vacations shall be paid in
advance provided the employee makes a written request to the
Department Head at least four (4) weeks prior to the start of the
vacation.
-10-
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ARTICLE IX - SICK LEAvE
Section 1. Employees shall be granted annually ten (10)
work days sick leave with pay for intermittent sickness or
disabi Ii ty, to meet dental or other medical appointments, or
because of illness in the immediate family. Sick leave for illness
in the immediate family will be limited to three (3) days a
contract year. Sick leave shall be granted or subtracted on a
working day basis. "Immediate family" is defined as members of an
employees' .present household related by blood or marriage. Sick
leave for illness in the immediate family shall be limited to the
first day of such illness. Any unused number of this ten (10) day
sick leave authorization remaining at the e~d of the contract year
may be carried forward to use as personal or intermittent sick days
during the succeeding two (2) contract years, upon consent of the
Department Head, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Sect ion 2. An employee shall report an absence for
sickness or disability to the Department Head or immediate
Eiupervisor, prior to his scheduled reporting time or at an earlier
time as may be designated by the Department Head. Sick leave may
not be granted unless such report has been made. The Village may
visit the employee's place of illness, telephone the e~ployee, and
require a medical examination by its physician or physicians for
any absence caused by any illness or disability. On-the-job
injuries shall be reported promptly for Worker Is Compensation
payments, and where an employee shall receive such payments, he
shall receive sick leave pay in an amount which, together with
-11-
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Worker's Compensation, will equal the regular salary during the
period of the injury. Such payments shall continu.e for the
duration of Worker's Compensation payments but not more than one
calendar year except as otherwise provided by Section 207-c of the
General Municipal Law.
Section 3. Upon recommendation of the Department Head
and approval of the Village Administrator, an employee shall be
granted up to thirty (30) calendar days sick leave with pay for
sickness or disability continuing eight (8) or more work days,
provided the employee files a physician's certificate, when
requested, indicating the necessity for absence from work, the
nature of and probable duration of the sickness or disability. The
first seven (7) work days of any absence because of illness or
disability shall be charged against the ten (10) day sick leave
grant as specified in Section 1 of this Article, provided, however,
that no charge will be made for the first seven (7) days of an
absence continuing for more than fifteen (15) calendar days.
Employees' absenteeism because of continuing sickness or disability
in excess of thirty (30) calendar days shall be reported monthly to
the Board of Trustees, which shall extend sick leave to a maximum
of one (1) calendar year for anyone sickness or disability upon
sufficient medical evidence and upon the recommendation of the
Department Head and the Village Administrator. No recommendation
of the Department Head or approval of the Village Administrator
shall be unreasonably withheld.
-12-
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Section 4. Employees shall not earn vacation or be paid
holiday pay for the period while on sick or Worker's Compensation
leave after ninety (90) consecutive work days.
Section S. Theodore Sigwart shall be granted Sl ~ days as
additional terminal leave pay. Such additional terminal leave was
granted pursuant to Article IX, Section 4 of the Agreement between
the Village and PBA dated June 24, 1971, and adjusted to reflect
days used between June 24, 1971 and May 31, 1984 in accordance with
said section. This employee will receive a lump sum cash payment
for such additional terminal leave in accordance with Section l(b)
of Article XIII which shall not be considered compensation for
computation of retirement benefits, and may petition the Department
Head for authorization to use all or a part of such additional
terminal leave in order to prevent salary loss due to sickness or
disability in excess of that for which compensation is paid in
accordance with Section 1. Such authorization shall not be
unreasonably withheld and will decrease the amount of such
additional terminal leave available at retirement as enumerated
above on a day-for-day basis.
Section 6. Days granted in accordance with Section 1 of
this Article, if not used as authorized in said section, will be
carried forward for a lump sum cash payment in accordance with
Section l(b) of Article XIII which shall' not be considered
compensation for computation of retirement benefits.
Section 7. The Department's sick leave policy is set
forth in Appendix 1 of this agreement.
-13-
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ARTICLE X - HEALTH INSURANCE
Sect ion 1. Employees may elect individual or family
coverage under the New York State Empire Plan (Enhanced) or any
optional benefit plan. The Village shall pay the full cost of
individual or family coverage in the Empire Plan. The Village
shall pay the same dollar amount which it would pay for the premium
or subscription charges for the Empire Plan toward any optional
benefi t plan but not in excess of the premium or subscription
charge for such optional benefit plan.
Section 2.
. The Village will pay 90% of the cost of
individual coverage and 75% of the additional cost of family
cov~rage for the Empire Plan for employees who retire with at least
ten (10) years of service. Effective January 1, 1999, the Village
shall pay the full cost of individual or family coverage for the
Empire Plan for employees who retire with at least ten (10) years
of service. Retired employees who receive or have the opportunity
to receive comparable health insurance from another employer at no
cost to the employee will lose this benefit or be required to
reimburse the Village for the cost of the health insurance. The
Village may take such steps as may be necessary to investigate or
have the employee certify that the employee neither receives nor
has the opportunity to receive such health insurance.
Section 3. The Village shall pay $2,000 annually to any
employee who has family coverage in the Empire Plan and withdraws
from the Plan or $1,000 annually to any employee who has individual
coverage in the Empire Plan and withdraws from the Plan. Payment
-14-
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will be made after twelve (12) months from the withdrawal date and
annually thereafter. Employees who have withdrawn from the Plan may
elect to return to the Plan in accordance with the regulations of
the State Health Insurance Plan and shall be paid a pro rata amount
for the part of the twelve months when there was no coverage.
Employees who retire after June I, 1990, may" elect this buy back.
Section 4. Village will provide dental benefits in
accordance with Appendix 2 of this agreement. The Village shall
contribute $24.00 per month for individual coverage and $40.00 per
month for family coverage. The employee will pay $1.19 per week
for individual coverage and $10.44 per week for family coverage.
Any increase in the cost of the family plan will be shared equally
between the Village and the employee. Any increase in the cost of
the individual plan will be shared 75%. by the Village and 25% by
the employee. Contributions required to be paid by employees shall
be deducted from salary. Any surplus in the Plan will be used to
stabilize the costs or reduce the employee's cost of the plan.
Sect ion 5. The Village and PBA shall form a joint
committee to study health costs and investigate alternate plans.
There will be no change in the existing health plans without the
consent of the PBA.
ARTICLE XI - PENSIONS
Section 1. The Village will continue to provide the non-
contributory retirement plans presently in effect.
Section 2. Village will adopt the improved career
ret~rement plan of Section 375-i of the Retirement and Social
-15-
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Security Law for employees who have 25 years of servi.ce and have
reached their 55th birthday. Employees may elect to be covered by
this plan not later than March 1 of the year following their 55th
birthday. Any employee who makes an election after this date shall
forfeit his termination pay. Employees agree by such election to
retire at age 62 and execute an appropriate form to this effect if
required. Any employee who makes this election and fails to retire
by age 62 shall be terminated and in the event the employee grieves
and arbitrates this termination, the Arbitrator shall sustain the
discharge if he finds the employee made the electi.on and has
reached 62 years of age.
The parties understand that Section 384(d) may provide a
greater death benefit than Section 375-i. The Village agrees to
guarantee the payment of the difference, if any, between the death
benefit under Section 384(d) and Section 375-i to the beneficiary
of any employee who has elected Section 375-i.
ARTICLE XII - DEATH BENEFITS
Sect ion 1. The Village will continue to provide the
guaranteed ordinary death benefit provided in Section 360-b of the
Retirement and Social Security Law.
Section 2. Village will provide the death benefits
provided in Section 208-b and 208-c of the General Municipal Law.
Section 3. In the event an employee dies in line of duty
the Village shall pay $5,000 to his estate. In the event there is
a dispute as to whether a death is in line of duty PBA and Village
-16-
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agree to be bound by the determination in the Worker's Compensation
proceeding.
ARTICLE XIII - OTHER BENEFITS
Section 1. (a) Employees who retire shall receive four
(4) days termination pay for each year of completed service and a
pro rata amount for service less than a year which shall not be
considered compensatio"n for computation of retirement benefits.
(b) The lump-sum cash payment for each retiree shall be
computed at the rate of pay in effect immediately preceding the
effective date of retirement and shall be paid only after the
effective date of retirement.
(c) Termination pay and any additional terminal pay to
which an employee is entitled in accordance with any section of
this agreement shall be payable upon the employee I s retirement
after twenty (20) or more years of service, retirement on
accidental disability, retirement on ordinary disability, or death.
The employee may defer all or part of his termination pay for a
period not to exceed three (3) years after his retirement provided
he gives the Village two (2) months notice of the election of this
option.
Section 2. (a) Employees shall be granted up to four (4)
calendar days leave of absence with pay upon the death of a spouse,
child, father, mother, brother, sister, parent-in-law, step-parent,
grandparent or grandchild. Leave shall be granted upon
notification of death but the leave period shall commence the
following day. An additional two (2) days leave for death in the
-17-
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family may be granted in unusual cases at the discretion of the
Department Head provided that such days shall be charged against
the employee's ten (10) days sick leave grant.
(b) Employees shall be granted one (1) calendar day
leave of absence with pay to attend the funeral of a son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, foster parent and
foster child.
Section 3. (a) Employees required to appear in Court or
who are recalled for any other reason during off duty hours shall
perform duties as directed and shall receive time and one-half
compensation, as provided in Section 1 of Article V, provided that
a minimum of four (4) hours on a time and one-half basis shall be
credited for such appearance or recall duty when such duty does not
immediately precede or follow a regular tour of duty. Recall is a
communication to an employee directing him to proceed immediately
to engage in work or to report for such work at a designated time,
other than a regularly scheduled tour of duty.
(b) Village may cancel court appearance by giving an
employee at least twenty-four (24) hours' notice and the employee
shall receive no compensation. In the event the Village gives an
employee less than twenty-four (24) hours' notice, the employee
shall have the option to report to duty. However such option must
be exercised immediately by notifying the supervfsing officer in
charge. The employee shall then be required to report for duty as
directed by such individual for a minimum of four (4) hours' work
all of which shall be within eight (8) hours after the time
-18-
designated for court appearance. In the event the employee does
not exercise this option he shall receive no compensation. If no
notice is given and the employee reports for work, he shall be
credited with a minimum of four (4) hours or the actual time
worked, if greater. Notice to an employee may be given to him
personally or to an individual at a place the employee has given to
the supervising officer in charge. Notice is deemed made if an
unsuccessful attempt at actual notification is made at such place
unless the employee was tactually on duty at the time of such
attempt.
Section 4'. Employees shall be provided with uniforms
and a gun. Employees shall receive an annual uniform and shoe
allowance of $100., to be paid on May 31 of each year. This
payment shall be made without deductions, if determined to comply
with IRS regulations. The Village shall discontinue the issuance
of leather jackets.
Section 5. Employees shall be permitted legal
representation at departmental investigations, interrogations and
hearings. No statement, written or oral, given by an employee may
be used against him in any manner where a penalty or forfeiture may
resul t unless he has been afforded a reasonable opportuni ty to
consult with counsel prior to the giving of the statement, or has
signed a waiver in writing of his right to consul t with an
attorney.
-19-
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Section 6. Village shall provide for the cleaning of
uniforms, except that it shall discontinue the cleaning of leather
jackets.
Section 7. An employee who resigns, retires or is
terminated except for cause, or his estate in the event of death,
shall be paid for accumulated unused vacation and personal leave
and accumulated compensatory time at the rate of pay when the
compensatory time was earned. Resignation with charges pending
shall be deemed to be termination with cause.
Section 8. When requested by the Village, former
.
employees separated from service other than for cause are to be
paid for each day at straight time computed at the current rate
applicable for the rank held at time of separation from service for
testifying or assisting in criminal or ~ivil cases and hearings in
relation to matters in which he was involved while an employee.
Section 9. Village shall provide a legal defense for
employees as provided in Section SO-j of the General Municipal Law
and Chapter 9 of the Village Code.
ARTICLE XIV - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 1. A grievance shall be defined as a dispute
arising out of the interpretation, application, performance or
construction of the terms of this agreement or any alleged breach
thereof including matters of discipline. An employee shall have
the right to present a grievance with or without a representative
of the freePBA, from interference, coercion, restraint,
discrimination or reprisal in the following manner:
-20-
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Step 1. Within fifteen (15) work days after a grievance
occurs, an employee shall present it in writing to the Department
Head or it will be barred. The Department Head shall discuss the
grievance with the employee and PBA representative, if any, a~d
make such investigation as he deems appropriate. Within ten (10)
work days after presentation of the grievance, the Department Head
shall give his answer in writing to the employee.
Step 2. If the grievance is not settled in Step I, the
grievance may, within ten~ (10) work days after the answer in Step
I, be presented in a written statement signed by the employee to
the Village Administrator. The statement shall set forth the
nature of the grievance and the facts relating to it. The Village
Administrator shall discuss the grievance with the employee and the
PBA representative, if any, and shall make such investiqation as he
deems appropriate. Within ten (10) work days after receiving the
grievance the Village Administrator shall give a written answer to
the employee.
Section 2. Any disposition of a grievance from which no
appeal is taken within the time limits specified shall be deemed
barred. Failure on the part of the Village to answer a grievance
at any step shall not be deemed acquiescence thereto and the
employee may proceed to the next step.
Section 3. The Village may present a grievance by notice' in
,writing sent to the PEA at the address stated herein or delivered
personally to the President of the PBA. The PBA shall respond to
the Village grievance within ten (10) work days after receiving it.
-21-
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grievance procedure, may be referred to arbitration by the
employee', the PBA or the Village. 'The arbitration shall be
conducted by the American Arbitration Association under its
ARTICLE XV - ARBITRATION
Section 1. A grievance which has not been resolved
wi thin, fifteen (15) work days after completion of Step 2 of the
voluntary labor arbitration rules.
Sect ion 2. The expenses of the American ,Arbitration
Association and the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the
parties.
Section 3. The award of the arbitrator shall be final
and binding upon the Village, the PBA and the employees.
Section 4. The arbitrator shall have jurisdiction only
over disputes arising out of grievances and shall have no power to
add to, subtract from or modify in any way any terms of this
agreement.
Section 5. Any disposition of a grievance which is not
referred to arbitration within the time limit specified shall be
deemed barred.
Sect ion 6. This grievance and arbitration. procedure
shall take the place of the grievance procedure provided under
Article XVI of the General Municipal Law and the disciplinary
procedures provided in Section 75 of the Civil Service Law or in
any other law.
-22-
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ARTICLE XVI - DISCIPLINE
The Village has the right to discipline employees for
just cause by reprimand, fines, loss of vacation or personal days,
suspension without pay, demotion or dismissal except that employees
who have not completed twelve (12) months service may be
disciplined or discharged by the Village in its sole discretion
without recourse to the grievance and arbitration provisions of
this agreement.
The arbitrator in any arbitration involving disciplinary
matters has the power to restore to the employee any fine or
benefit taken away, reinstate any discharged employee with back pay
or remove any written reprimand in the event he finds the
discipline imposed was not for just cause.
ARTICLE XVII - PBA
Section 1. Officers of the PBA shall be granted time off
with pay to attend conferences and other business meetings to an
aggregate maximum fifteen (15) work days in any contract year for
all such officers provided the Department Head authorizes the time
off. These fifteen (15) days may be shared among the PBA officers
in any manner. In the event the fifteen (15) days are used, the
President of the PBA shall be relieved of his duties to attend such
conferences and meetings provided another employee agrees to
perform his duties without compensation of any kind and the
Department Head consents.
Section 2. PBA officers shall be given reasonable time
off from work for the purpose of adjusting grievances and
-23-
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administration of this agreement, provided the time off shall not
interfere' with the administration or operation of the Village or
its service to the public.
Section 3. Officers of the PBA and representatives of
the Village' shall meet at least once every three months during the
duration of this agreement for the purpose of discussing ways and
means of increasing departmental effectiveness and methods of
effecting economies in departmental operation.
Section 4. !The PBA shall furnish the Vill~ge
Administrator with a current list of all PBA officers and any
changes in such officers during the contract year.
ARTICLE XVIII - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Section 1. The Village has the exclusive right to manage
its affairs, to direct and control its opera.tions, and
independently to make, carry out and execute all plans and
decisions deemed necessary in its judgment for its welfare,
advancement or best interests. Such management prerogatives shall
include but not be limited to the following rights:
(a) To select, hire, promote, transfer, assign, or lay-
off employees or discontinue their positions.
(b) To maintain efficiency of employees.
(c) To determine schedules of work including overtime.
(d) To contract for performance of any of its services
and increase or decrease the scope thereof.
(e) To install or remove equipment.
-24-
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(f) To establish and maintain reasonable operating rules
and regulations.
It is agreed that no conduct or action of the Village hereunder
shall be inconsistent with any provision of this agreement or the
Civil Service Law and Rules issued thereunder except as otherwise
provided by Article XV Section 6.
ARTICLE XIX - LEGISLATIVE ACTION
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT
ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PR'OVIDING THE
,
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE XX - PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
The PBA and the Village recognize that strikes and other
forms of work stoppages by employees are contrary to law and public
policy. The PBA and the Village subscribe to the principle that
differences shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate means
without interruption of normal duties necessary to the operation of
the Village. The PBA, therefore, agrees there will be no strikes,
work stoppages or other concerted refusals to perform work or any
instigation thereof by employees.
ARTICLE XXI - SCOPE OF AGREEMENT
This agreement disposes of a'll matters which are the
proper subject of collective bargaining between the parties and no
modification hereof shall be effective except by mutual consent of
the parties evidenced in writing.
-25-
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ARTICLE XXII - SEVERABILITY
In the event any provision of this agreement be adjudged
in conflict with any law, ordinance or regulation of the State or
Federal government or any department thereof said provision shall
be null and void but all other provisions of this agreement shall
remain in full force and effect.
ARTICLE XXIII - DURATION
This agreement shall remain in full force and effect for
the period from June 1, 1~97 through May 31, 2002.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set forth
: their hands and seals on the date first above written.
By:
F GARDEN CITY
I
GARDENJ~ITY lO~~
~
ASSOCIATION
By: l~vcclAtlJe L.~
President
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ERNEST J. CIPULLO
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE
(516) 742-9600
fax (516) 742-3S98
:;,.:::/
\ ,I. Q
Garden City Police Department
349 STEWART AVENUE. GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK 11530
November 17, 1993
COMMISSIONER'S ORDER #18 -93
.TO: Ail Members (Police/Civilian)
SUBJECT: Reporting of Sick LeaveNerification
EFFECTIVE: Immediately -Supersedes All Prior Sick Leave Orders.
Sick leave is defined as absence from duty due to illness,
disability, compensation sick leave, or illness in a member's immediate
family, which is defined as members of an employee's present household
related by blood or marriage. Sick leave for ilfness in the immediate
family shall be limited to the first day of such illness.
1 . Duties of members of the department when reporting sick, while
on sick leave, and returning to work:
A. When it. is necessary to report. sick,. .members. of the
department shall do so 'in person or by telephone,
. specifically to the Desk Officer or Patrol Supervisor,
specifically noting their present location and telephone
number and stating the nature of their illness or injury.
B. ,Members reporting sick on the 2nd Platoon shall report no
later than .one and one halJ hours prior to said tour.
Members reporting sick on the 1st and 3rd .Platoons shall
report no later than three hours prior to said tour. Members
reporting on sick leave shall report to the Desk Officer or
Patrol Supervisor each and every tour of sick leave at the
req uired reporting times, unless a specific period of sick
leave is prescribed by a physician and certification
suf?mitted in writing.
APPENDIX 1
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"c. Desk Officers or Patrol Supervisors shall determine the
nature of the illness and file the necessary report. They
shall also contact the member on ,sick leave, each and every
day carried on sick leave. Verification of sick leave shall be
made between 0900 and 1900 hours. Verification may be
by Je/ephone or by a visit to the member's place of
residence.
Members on sick leave remaining at their residence:
All members absent from work for sickness or injury shall remain
at the residence officially listed ;n department records for the 24
hour period of each day reporting sick unless otherwise relieved of that
responsibility upon written authority of the Police Commissioner or one
acting for tJim in his .absence.
A.
B.
,
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Should illness or injury occur while memberc; are away from
their residence of record with the department, sick leave
shall not be granted until evidence of medical treatment is
produced, verifying treatment not later than the first day of
absence. Members shall return promptly to their residence
of record unless confined to a medical facility.
Members who wish to leave their residence shall contact
the Desk Officer or Patrol Supervisor to request permission
to leave their residence for the following spHcific purposes:
1 . Scheduled appointments with Physicians, Dentists,
Physical Therapists, Hospitals, or Clinics, whether or
not related to the member's present injury or illness
or for the health care of minor children.
2. Purchase food, household necessities and medication
for the member's'present injury or illness. or for.the
health care of minor children. One four (4) hour
period to complete such shopping shall be granted
each week. Additional requests shall be granted only
for emergency purposes.
3. Attend church services.
4. Register to vote or to vote in elections for Municipal,
County, State, or Federal Officers, or regularly'
scheduled Union Elections.
2
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5. Engage in physical exercise, such as: walking or
swimming, (when recommended in writinq by an
attending physician).
.- -
6. . Answer Court Subpoenas in cases arising out of the
member's employment.
7. Report to Headquarters or other Police Facility when
ordered to do so by a Superior or Commanding
Officer.
When making the request, members will state their purpose or
purposes for leaving their residence, their destination or destinations,
planned time of de'parture, method of transportation, and estimated time
of return to their residence. Upon return to their residence, members
shall notify the Desk Officer or Patrol Supervisor, vyho will file a
supplement to the o. iginal sick report indicating the above required
information.
Permission to leave the residence for any purpose other than those
specified shall not be granted - unless authorized by the Police
Commissioner or one acting for him in his absence.
.' '.
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Sick or injured members of the department must obtain permission
for every absence from their residence until they return to work.
3. Members on Extended Ordinary Sick Leave and Extended
. Compensatory Sick Leave may be relieved of the above requirements
upon written authority of the Police Commissioner or one acting for him
in his absence.
A. Exemption from Residence Restrictions:
A Sick Leave - Exemption From Restriction Form has been
provided for those members requesting an exemption from
the restriction to residence clause. This form is to be
completed and returned to the Police Commissioner who
will make the final determination.
B. Members on sick leave for any reason may be required to
produce a Physician's note -and may be required to be
examined by a Police Surgeon. -
C. Notwithstanding the above directives, the Police
Commissioner, at his discretion, may cause Sick Leave
Verification to be made at any time during a day of illness,
I I, t
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Due T I B L E. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ... . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. NON E
IvlAXIM UM BENEFITS PAYABLE PER CALENDAR YEAR.................................~.................~...... $3,000.00
ORTH 0 DO NTIC LI FETIM EMAXI MUM ...... ..... ........... ........................ ..... ........ ....................... ......... $2,500.00
NEW NEW
BENEFIT BENEFIT
BASIC PAYABLE RESTORA TIVE -Continued PAYABLE
110 INITIAL ORAL EXAM 30.00 2330 COMPOSITE-ONE SURFACE. 65.00
120 PERIODIC ORAL EXAM 25.00 2331 COMPOSITE-TWO SURFAC~' 78.25
130 EMERGENCY ORAL EXAM 50.00 2332 COMPOSITE-THREE SURFACE 110.00
210 COMPLETE SERIES X-RAYS 60.50 2333 COMPOSITE-ONE SURFACE 65.00
220 PERIAPICAL-SINGLE FILM 10.25 2334 COMPOSITE-PINS 16.00
222 PERIAPICAL-TWO FILMS 16.75' 2335 COMPOSITE-INCISAL 103.25
223 PERIAPICAL-THREE FILMS 19.00 2340 ACID ETCH 30.00
224 PERIAPICAL-FOUR FILMS 26.75 2510 GOLD INLAY-ONE SURFACE 250.00
230 PERIAPICAL-ADDITIOINAL FILM 6.00 2520 GOLD INLAY-TWO SURFACE 360.00
240 OCCLUSAL FILM 40.50 2530 GOLD INLAY-THREE SURFACE 450.00
270 BITEWING-SINGLE FILM 9.00 2540 ONLAY-ADDITIONAL 100.00
272 .BJTEWINGS-TWO FILMS 16.25 2630 PORC/CERM.INLAY-THREE SURF. 450.00
274 ,BITEWINGS-FOUR FILMS 27.75 2920 R'E-CEMENT CROWN 34.25
~290 POST/ANT LATERAL FILM 43.75 2940 SEDATIVE FILLING 35.25
330 PANORAMIC FILM 55.00 2951 PIN RETENTION 22.50
340 CEPHALOMETRIC X-RAY 43.75 2999 UNSPEC. RESTORATIVE PHOC. 90.00
t10 BACTERIOLOGI.c STUDIES 25.00 3110 DIRECT PULP CAP 46.75
460 PULP VITALITY TESTS 19.00, 3120 INDIRECT PULP CAP 28.00
470 DIAGNOSTIC MODELS 34.00 3220 VITAL PULPOTOMY 121.25
471 DIAGNOSTIC PHOTOGRAPHS 30.00 3310 ROOT CANAL-ONE 310.25
999 UNSPECIFIED DIAG PROC. 75.00 3320 ROOT CANAL-TWO 350.50
1110 PROPHYLAXIS-ADULT 51.00 3330 ROOT CANAL-THREE 425.00
1111 ADUL T PROPHY & SCALING 44.00 3340 ENDODONTIC SERVICE 0.00
1120 PROPHYLAXIS-CHILD 34.00 3410 APICOECTOMY-SEP.PROC. 252.00
1201 PROPHY & FLOURIDE-CHILD 60.00 3430 RETROGRADE AMALGAM 117.50
1220 STANNOUS FLUORIDE 25.00" . 3440 APICAL CURETTAGE 0.00
1230 TOPICAL ACID FLUORIDE 27.50 3450 ROOT AMPUTATION -EACH 225.00
1330 ORAL HYGIENE INSTRUCTION '45.00 3999 UNSPECIFIED ENDO. PROG. 45.00
1350 FISSURE SEALANts~ 28.00 4210 GINGIVECTOMY, PER QUAD 220.00
1351 SEALANT PER TOOTH 45.00 4211 GINGIVECTOMY, PER TOOTH 94.50
1510 SPACE MAINTAINER FIXED 225.00 4220 GINGIVAL CURETTAGE. PER QUAD 110.00
1525 SPACE MAINTAINER REMOV. 300.00 4240 GINGIVAL FLAP CURETTAGE QUAD 156.00
1999 NON-COVERED PREVENTIVE 0.00 4250 MUCOGINGIVAL SURG. PER QUAD 280.00
4260 OSSEOUS SURGERY, PER QUAD 500.00
BESIORA TIVE 4261 OSSEOUS GRAFT-SINGLE SITE 175.00
4262 OSSEOUS GRAFT -MULT. SITES 150.00
2110 AMALGAM-PRIM ONE SURFACE 34.75 4320 PROVISIONAL SPLINT-INTRA CORONAL 350.00
2120 AMALGAM,.PRIM TWO SURFACES 58.50 4330 LIMITED OCCLUSAL ADJUSTMENT 54.00
2130 AMALGAM-PRIM THREE SURFACES 67.00 4331 COMPLETE OCCLUSAL AD,JUSTMENT 80.00
~140 AMALGAM:.ONE SURFACE 43.75 4340 PERIODONTAL SCALING 12 OR MORE 100.00
.50 AMALGAM-TWO SURFACES 58.75 4341 PERIODONTAL SCALING FEWER 60.00
2160 AMALGAM~THREE SURFACES
' 85.00 4360 SPECIAL PERIODONTAL AP 464.00
2161 AMALGAM-FOUR OR MORE SURF. 96.00 4910 PERIODONTAL PROPHY 64.25
2190 PIN RETENTION-PER TOOTH 22.50 4999 UNSPECIFIED PERIO PROCEDURE 20.00
. I
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I (SCHEDULE OF COVERED DENTAL
THESE ~MOUN"S ARE THE MAXIMUM BENEFIT THAT THE PLAN WILL PAY FOR SERVICES LISTED.
YOU ARE RESPQNSIBLE TO YOUR OWN DENTIST FOR ANY ADDITIONAL COST.
... .
, , SCHEDULE OF COVERED DENTAL PROCEDURES PAGE 2!
.
NEW NEW
BENEFIT BENEFIT
RESTORA TIVE-Continued PAYABLE MAJOR PAYABLE
5410 DENTURE ADJUSTMENTS 44.00 2710 ACRYLIC CROWN 100.00
5510 REPAIR BROKEN DENTURE 60.00 2720 PLASTIC/METAL CROWN 250.00
5520' REPLACE BROKEN TOOTH 125.00 2740 PORCELAIN CROWN 275.00
3620 REPAIR FRAMEWORK 75.00 2750 PORCELAIN/METAL CROWN 480.75
5630 REPLACE BROKEN CLASP W/NEW 80.00 2790 FULL CAST CROWN 477.50
5650 ADD TOOTH TO PARTIAL 97.25 2810 3/4 CAST CROWN 150.00
5730 RELINE FULL DENTURE-OFFICE 125.00 2830 STAINLESS STEEL CROWN 100.00
5740 RELINE PARTIAL DENTURE-OFFICE 110.00 2891 CAST POST 125.00
5750 RELINE FULL DENTURE-LAB 156.25 2892 CAST PREFABRICATED POST 85.00
5760 RELINE PARTIAL DENTURE-LAB 120.00 2930 STAINLESS STEEL CROWN 100.00
5850 TISSUE CONDITIONING 35.00 2950 CROWN BUILDUP (INC.PINS) 75.00
3610 REPLACE PIN FACING 51.00' 2952 CAST POST AND CORE 144.75
3640 REPLACE FACING W/ACRYLIC 51.00 2954 CAST PREFAB POST AND CORE 105.00
3930 RE-CEMENT BRIDGE 58.75 2960 LAMINATE, VENEER 0.00
7110 ROUTINE EXTRACTION 61.75 2970 TEMPORARY(FRACTURED TOOTH) 65.00
7120 ADDITIONAL EXTRACTION 59.50 2980 CROWN REPAIR . 72.00
7210 SURGICAL EXTRACTION 100.50 5110 FULL UPPER DENTURE 600.00
7220 IMPACTION~SOFT TISSUE 140.00 5120 FULL LOWER DENTURE 600.00
7230 IMPACTJONPARTIAL BONY 230.00 5130 IMMEDIATE UPPER DENTURE 412.50
7240 IMPACTION FULL BONY 235.00 5140 IMMEDIATE LOWER DENTURE 412.50
7250. ROOT HECOVERY 142.00 5211 PARTIAL UPPER-ACR W/CLASPS 150.00
. .
7280 SURGICAL EXPOSURE 250.00 " 5212 PARTIAL LOWER-ACR W/CIJ.\SPS 150.00
7 BIOPSY-HARD TISSUE 68.00 5215 PART.UPPER CAST W/PAL BAR 675.00
'....""0 BIOPSY-SOFT TISSUE 52.00 5216 PART.LOWER CAST W/LG BAR 675.00
7310 ALVEOLOPLASTY,AREA 60.00. 5241 CST CBLT/CHRM PRTL LWR DENTURE 375.00
7320 ALVEOLOPLASTY, QUADRANT 75.00 5820 TEMPORARY PARTIAL UPPER 0.00
'410 SURG.EXCISION-UP TO 1.25 CM 160.00 5999 UNSPECIFIED REMOVABLE PROC. 25.00
'420 SURG.EXCISION-OVER 1.25 CM 180.00 6210 CAST METAL PONTIC 477.50
'430 EXCISION-BENIGN TUMOR TO 1.25 CM 175.00 6240 PORCELAIN W/METAl PONTIC 480.75
'470 REMOVAL OF EXOSTOSIS 100.00 6250 PLASTIC/MET Al PONTIC 250.00
'510 INCISION AND DRAINAGE 98.75 6545 RESIN BONDED RETAINER 150.00
'880 OCCLUSAL ORTHOTIC APPLIANCE 250.00 6720 PLASTIC METAL ABUTMENT 250.00
'960 FRENECTOMY 150.00- 6750 PORCELAIN/MET AL ABUTMENT 480.75
'970 EXCISION-SOFT TISSUE LESION 75.00 6790 FULLCAST ABUTMENT 477.50
'999 NON-COVERED ORAL SURGERY . 0.00 6950 PRECISION ATTACHMENT 100.00
1110 PALLIATIVE TREATMENT 36.25 6999 NON-COVERED FIXED PROCEDURE 0.00
1210 LOCAL ANESTHESIA- ALONE 24.00
.. .
1215 LOCAL ANESTHESIA 0.00 ORTHODONTIC
1220 GENERAL ANESTHESIA 84.00
1230 ANALGESIA 0.00 8410 ORTHO-INITIAl INSERTION 687.50
1240 INTRAVENOUS SEDATION 120.00 8420 ORTHO-MONTHL Y ADJUSTMENT 58.50
1310 CONSUL TANT SPECIALIST 52.00 8430 ORTHO-FINAL MONTHLY 50.00
1630 OTHER DRUGS/MEDICAMENTS 15.00 8470 ORTHO-SEMIANNUAL 351.00
1910 DESENSITIZING MEDICAMENTS 0.00 8999 UNSPECIFIED ORTHO.PROC. 50.00
1940 OCCLUSAL GUARDS 150.00
'951 OCCLUSAL ADJUSTMENT 79.00
OCCLUSAL ADJ. COMPLETE 120.00
'b,,~ UNSPECIFIED ADJUNCTIVE PROC. 41.75
I , ~
